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INTRODUCTION 
A necessary part of the classification of finite simple groups is the charac- 
terization of Chevalley and twisted groups in characteristic 2 by the 
centralizer of a 2-central involution. In the case of the groups over GF(2), 
the diagonal subgroup is trivial; and techniques outside the usual Chevalley 
theory are required. Recent work of Timmesfeld [9] and others has 
completed the identification of simple groups G with involution z such that 
F*(C,(z)) is an extra-special 2-group. Related work of Stroth [6] is similarly 
making possible the determination of the groups G, where E*(C,(z)) is the 
direct product of an elementary and an extra-special 2-group. This paper 
handles the configuration that leads to the symplectic groups over GF(2). 
(We remark that z is an involution of type a,, as the symplectic group has 
several 2-central classes.) Together with forthcoming work of Wester [lo], it 
will complete the analysis of the cases determined by Stroth. The main result 
is: 
THEOREM. Suppose z is an involution of the finite group G with 
G = O*(G), where M = C,(z) satisfies: 
(1) Q = F*(M) is the direct product of a non-trivial elementary 2- 
group E, and an extra-special 2-group F of width 2m > 2 with z E F. 
(2) ,@= M/Q contains a normal subgroup rS, X Sp,,(2). 
(3) z’ n Q s!k Z(Q). 
(4) C,w(Q/Z(Q)) = M. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(i) G is not of characteristic 2-type, 
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(ii) z E O,(G), where the elementary group O,(G) is the direct sum of 
a trivial and a natural module for G/O,(G) z Lz,+ ,(2). 
(iii) E*WAW) = Spzrn+A2). 
Remark. In the symplectic group of the conclusion, the normal subgroup 
described in (2) is in fact all of &?. 
The proof is mostly adapted from the argument for the orthogonal groups 
in [5], except that the initial information is now provided by Stroth rather 
than Timmesfeld. We proceed along the same outline: 
Section 1: Preliminaries. 
Section 2: Determine zG n Q, using [6]. 
Section 3: Determine zG n M, using Section 2. 
Section 4: Using Section 3, show zG is a class of {3,4} ‘- 
transpositions. 
Then we can identify G by means of Timmesfeld’s work 181. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Notation. Basic notation is standard, as in Gorenstein [4]. We use the 
terminology of F*(G), E(G) as in Bender [2]; and for involutions in 
symplectic groups, the work of Suzuki [ 71 and Aschbacher-Seitz [ 11. We 
assume that hypotheses and notation of the Introduction, following 
Timmesfeld [ 91 and Stroth [6]. We follow the former in writing M rather 
than H for C(z). Furthermore, we will write Z for Z(Q) = E x (z). If x = zR 
(for some g E G) we use a subscript x, rather than a superscript g, to 
indicate conjugates of M and Q, as in Q, for F*(M,) = F*(C,(x)). We also 
use two bar conventions, &i for M/Q and iI? for M/(z). (A “-” between 
elements or subgroups indicates conjugacy.) 
Frequent reference will be made to the work of Timmesfeld [9], Stroth 
[6], and the present author [5]. For brevity, these will be denoted by the 
letters T, S, and 0 (respectively). And a citation of the form S(4.7) refers to 
result (4.7) of Stroth [6]. Often the results in T and 0 dealing with the case 
Q extra-special can be modified to apply to our situation, and we may omit 
the details if these adjustments are minor. 
To begin the work of 0, it was necessary to reduce to the case G simple 
before quoting the results of Timmesfeld; in the present case, we may apply 
the work of Stroth immediately. (Afterwards it will be easy to obtain 
analogues of the results in Section 1 of 0). 
(1 .O 1) We may assume Hypothesis S(2.12), that is: For each hyperplane 
R of Z, C(R) = O(C(R)) - C,(R). 
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Proof: If not, the work of Section 5 of S leads to the cases (i) and (ii) of 
our conclusion. (These are the cases (ii)(a)(r) of Stroth’s Hauptsatz.) 
Remark. Now in inductive arguments, conclusion (ii) will not arise. 
(1.02) We may assume there is aEz’nQ--Z with ZE Q,. 
ProoJ For width 2m > 4, this is the result S(2.11). It remains only to 
deal with the case of width 2, partly treated in S(2.5). So suppose there is 
a E zG n Q - Z with z G! Q,. We see that C,(a) = Q n M, is the direct 
product of E X (a) with a dihedral group of order 8; if [El = 2’, this group 
has order 24+‘. Now as in S(2.3), we get Q n Q, < (a, Z); and since z & Q, 
we must have 1 Q n Q,I < f I(a, Z)l = 2’+‘. However, jAlz < / O:(2)j2 = 2”, 
so we must have equality: IQ n Q,l = 2”‘. It follows that Q n Q, = 
(a) x R, where R is a hyperplane of Z not containing z. The condition 
z ~5 Q, shows that the D, in Q n M, stays outside Q n Q,, and since z is 
then 2-central in a Sylow 2-group of O:(2), it must act with type cz on 
Q,/Z,. Thus Q, n M = Cc&z) must be contained in a group E, x A, where 
A is abelian of type (4, 2) and U,(A) = (a); and so the elementary group 
R,(E, x A) is E, X (a) x (b), of rank e + 2. Consequently IQ, n Q: 
Z, n Ql< 2, and it follows that IR: R n Z, I < 2. Now the image of R in 
Q,/Z, has order at most 2, so that IQ, : CoD(R)I < 2. But we also have 
z E M,, and we get z E Z*(C(R)) by (l.Ol), so that [CoO(R),z] < 
O(C(R)) n Q, = 1. Now S(2.3) forces z E Q,, a contradiction. So (1.02) is 
established. 
(1.03) (i) ME S, X Sp,,(2), and C,(Z) is Q extended by Sp,,(2). 
(ii) 4?= Q, 0 !I&, h w ere C,(Z) acts naturally on the totally singular 
subspaces oi of the orthogonal space 0. 
ProoJ It is a standard fact, as in S(2.1), that Q is an orthogonal space 
for li;i. In view of (1.01) and our Hypothesis (2), we can only be in cases 
(iii)/(viii) of Stroth’s main theorem. For width 2m > 4, the assertions above 
are established in S(4.7), corresponding to case (viii). For Stroth’s case (iii), 
where 2m = 2, the corresponding result S(2.20) shows that n? E R:(2) or 
O:(2), acting naturally on &. Thus for a suitable subgroup Cr Sp,(2) of i@ 
we have the decomposition of Q in (ii). Furthermore we have [M, Z] # 1 by 
the argument in S(4.7) (first paragraph on p. 126 of that paper, which does 
not depend on assuming 2m 2 4). Now following S, we choose a as in (1.02) 
and set E0 = Z, n M. We have Z, < M since z E Q,, while Z, < Q by 
S(2.14); so that f?O # 1. 
By S(2.15), pz consists entirely of involutions of type a,. From the 
structure of O:(2), we have II01 = 2 and C = (Ry) E S,. Furthermore 
Z < M, means Z normalizes Z, Q; so E0 centralizes Z, giving C < C,(Z). 
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Now set 1, = Q, n M. We have z, > R0 since assuming Q, n M ( Z,Q 
would force Q, n M inside Z, Q n Q, = Z,(Q, n Q), an elementary group; 
whereas Q, n M = C,,(z) is not elementary. Now as L, is elementary and 
contains the a,‘s of KO, we see r, is a Sylow 2-group of a:(2). The 
argument we cited above to obtain [M, Z] # 1 in fact establishes: 
C,cQ, f7 M) < Z, n Z < Z. Consequently [I,, Z] # 1; and by considering 
(6”‘) we see (1,:) f7 C,(Z) = C. It follows from C,(Z) g S, and structure of 
0; (2) that C,(Z) = c’. Now choosing a’# FE i”, we get W = Z, n Z, f7 Z 
of index 2’ in Z. Thus W/(z) has order 22 and must be a natural module for 
(Ly)/Cr L,(2). This shows (Lf) = I%? 2 n:(2) only. This completes the 
proof of (1.03). 
(1.04) Fnz = (Lt. 
ProoJ Let a E z’n Z. Then M, > C,,,(Z) > Q . Sp,,(2) by (1.03) and 
we must have Q = O,(M,) = Q,; so (a) = QL = Q’ = (z). 
We now provide analogues of the results in Section 1 of 0, numbering so 
as to emphasize the parallel. 
(I. I) (a) C(Q) = Z so thaf I%? is faithful on e. 
(b) C,(a) = Q, so I%? is faithful on 0. 
(c) lGl2 = IM12, with z in rhe center of a Sylow 2-group of G. 
Proof Part (a) follows from Q = F*(M), and (b) is our Hypothesis (4). 
For (c), we let SE SyI,(M) and S < T E Syl,(G). If t E NT(S), then 
Z(S) < Z so z’ E Z; and then z = z’ by (1.04). Now S = NJS) forces S = T, 
as asserted. 
(1.2) ~4Z*(G)andz”nM#(z). 
(1.3) UxEz”- (z) then Q n Q, is elementary. 
(1.4) We muv assume O(G) = 1 and even Z*(G) = I. 
(1.5) z’nQ# (z). 
ProoJ (1.2) and (1.5) are just our Hypothesis (3). Also (1.3) follows 
since @(Q n Q,) < @(Q)n @(Q,) = 1; and we get O(G) = 1 just as in 
0( 1.4). Now by (1.2) and (1.1 )(a), a Syiow 2-group of Z*(G) = Z(G) lies in 
Z but does not contain z. Further, in view of (1.03) we see that Z/(z) 
contains a natural module for a subgroup S, of R. Thus if Z(G) # I, the 
group G/Z(G) still satisfies our hypotheses-and so by induction, 
F*(G/O,(G)) is the symplectic group of our conclusion (iii). 
Remark. If G/Z(G) is not of characteristic 2-type, neither is G. 
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(1.6) (a) LetaEz’nM-{z}. ThenaEQr~zEQ,. 
(b) Suppose a Ez’nQ - {z}. Then a -a.z-z in N((a,z)). 
Furthermore m(Q n Q,) = 2m and m(Q, f7 M) = 2m. 
Proof: By (1.04), any z E zG n Q must be outside Z. Now if z @ Q,, we 
get QnQ,<(a,Z> as in S(2.3), and then by the argument of S(2.4) we see 
&a contains a subgroup of order >22m-2 whose elements all have type a, on 
Q. For m > 2, this would have to be a non-cyclic subgroup of transvections 
in the Sp,,(2) of a, a contradiction. And for m = 1 we eliminated this 
possibility in (1.02). So (a) holds. 
Now with z E Q, we see a N az in M; and by considering M, and M,,, we 
see N((a, z)) induces the full S, on (a, z)“. The remaining assertions in 
(1.6)(b) come out in S(4.6)/(4.7), since Q, fJ M = z, = (i) x 02(CSp2m(2j(a3), 
where I lies in the subgroup S, centralizing Sp,,(2) in H. So (1.6) is proved. 
(1.7) &i acts irreducibly on 0. 
(1.8) We may assume G is simple. 
Proof (1.7) is a consequence of (1.03)(i). The proof of (1.8) is much as 
in O(1.8): we set N = (z”) and get G = N . NC(S), where S E Syl,(N), by 
the Frattini argument. By (l.l)( ) c we may take S<M. As (z)=z’nZ, 
and Z(S) < Z by (1.1)(a), we see we can take NC(S) GM; so G = N . M. 
Since O(G) = 1, any minimal normal subgroup H of G must contain 2- 
central involutions. By structure of M, if z 4 H, we can only have a Sylow 2- 
group of H contained in the elementary group C,(Sp,,(2)) of index at least 
23 in Z. Thus if H consists of non-abelian simple groups, the possible groups 
and their automorphism groups are known [2]; we get a contradiction to 
structure of M = C(z). If H is a 2-group, induction on /G] leads to our 
conclusion (iii). Thus we may assume z E H; that is, N is the unique 
minimal normal subgroup of G. 
Now from (1.7) we may deduce that N is simple, so N = F*(G). Notice 
also, by action of M on zG n Q, that N must contain a subgroup of Q 
covering Q (but possibly not all of Z). But then N contains a subgroup of 
Q, n M (with a as in (1.02)) covering i in the S, not centralizing Z. And 
then N contains [i, Z], forcing N also to contain a subgroup covering Ea. It 
follows that N = F*(G) satisfies all our hypotheses. So if F*(G) < G, we 
may determine F*(G) by induction, as in our conclusion (iii). Thus (1.8) is 
established. 
We do not need analogues of 0( 1.1 1 )-0( 1.12) since Timmesfeld’s 
construction in T(4.5) will not be required. 
It will be useful to sharpen (1.01): 
(1.11) IflZ:Rl=2, then C(R)<M. 
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Proof. Set C = C(R). Choose a E zG n Q as above; we may even arrange 
Q, n M < C (and similarly for az). By the usual generation lemma, O(C) = 
(C,,,,(b): b E (a, z>“>. But now Coo,(b) & O(W)). Thus [Co(&), 
Q,nM] < O(C)n Qb = 1. Thus by S(2.2) we get Cot,,(b) < Qb, so 
Co&b) = 1. Thus O(C) = 1. Now (1.11) follows from (1.01). 
The next two results can be compared and contrasted with the analogous 
results in 0: 
(1.9) Z, < M with / Z, : Z, n Z) = 4. In particular, xa = zO has order 2; 
its involution is a transvection of Sp2,,,, and has type a, on Q. 
(1.10) (a) C&t,) = (a-), 
(b) z, is weakly closed in N&z,), 
(c) M controls the G-fusion of the cosets of zG n Q. 
Proof: Notice a E Q with (1.6)(a) gives z E Q, < C(Z,), so Z, < M. 
From S(4.6) we obtain the assertions about Ka, as well as (1.10)(a). Now 
1 K0 I= 2 means ) Z, : Z, n Q I= 2, and C&,) = (6) forces (a-) = Z, n Q. 
Thus IZ, : Z, n ZI = 4, as asserted. Notice also (1.10)(b) follows from 
(1.10)(a). Part (c) comes from T(3.13). 
2. FUSION OF z IN Q 
As in 0, it is of interest o specify further the action of k on Q. 
Notation. In d we have subgroups sz,,, = (Rz) = C,,(Z) and g, = 
C,-(s,,,,). We fix an involution iE g3, with fE z,, and set P= C,(Q. We 
let @ = C,(U), where U is some other involution of g3. 
(2.1) (a) f interchanges q and @‘, and P= {FFf: 6E @}. 
- 
(b) Sp2,,, preserves the symplectic form on fi defined by: 
[& wt] = z(&k) for all 17, $ E IF. 
(c) z’nQ= @‘#U~“Ul? 
Proof Just as in 0(2.2k(2.5); in (c) we use the fact that Spzm is tran- 
sitive on p. 
(2.2) (i) Elements x with x’= t76? where 6, 3 E @ and fi E ~7’ - (u’), 
are involutions not conjugate to z. 
(ii) Elements x as above, but with 17 & v”-, have order 4. 
Proof. As in O(2.6). 
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(2,3) Let a E z_” n Q and a’= Ki for suitable I? E W. Then Q n Q, = 
(fiti% d E 9) x (IT’). 
ProoJ: As in O(2.7). 
As in 0, we wish to show the extension of Q by M is split. In fact, 
because of the condition 2 > (z), we need to be much more precise about the 
structure of M. 
- 
Notation. Let C be the pre-image in M of Spzm = (EM). From (1.03)(i) 
we have C = C,,,(Z). 
(2.4) (i) We may assume Z(M) = (z). Then Z = E X (z) where E is a 
natural module for %, . In particular, (Z, n ZI = 2. 
(ii) The c-module & = Q/(Z) decomposes: &, 0 Q2, where Qi is 
a subgroup covering pi in (1.03)(“) 11, and dim(C,,(C)) = 1. For 2m > 4 these 
modules are indecomposable. In any case (z” f7 Q) = Q. 
Proof Let Z = E X (z); set IEl = 2”. With a as above we have 
lQ,nMl=2**, IQ,nQl=22m. Since lQ,nM(=24”+e, we see Q,nZ 
has order 2’ and contains z. Thus IE n Q,l = 2’-‘. We choose FE a* so 
that c is covered by (I,, Lb). Then we see Z(M) = (z) x D, where D = 
En Z, n Z, has order 2e-2. It follows that Z(M) < Q, for all a E zG n Q. 
Indeed our argument C,(Q, n M) ,< Z,(z) shows that Z(M) < Z,(z), so that 
D = Z(M) n Z, for all such a. Now since z and a are interchanged by an 
involution of Q,, < C(Z,,) < C(D), we see our hypotheses (especially 
.rG n Q & Z) are inherited by C(D)/D. If D # 1, so that C(D) < G, we apply 
induction. Since condition (1 .Ol ) holds in the factor, we do not get 
conclusion (ii). If C(D)/D is not of characteristic 2-type, then neither is G, 
as in conclusion (i). Finally if F*(C(D)/O,(C(D)) is the symplectic group, 
then E(C(D)) # 1, and G is again not of characteristic 2-type. 
Thus we may assume D = 1, so e = 2 and Z(M) = (z). Splitting of & 
under s, follows. By T(2.3), the module Q cannot be indecomposable. In 
view of composition factors, and action of S,, we must get & = &, 0 Q2, 
where Qi/Cbi(c) is a natural symplectic module, and C,,(c) a l-dimensional 
trivial module. In case 2m = 2, each Qi splits; but this will not be the case 
for 2m > 2. 
Suppose we had (z” n Q) < Q. Then (z” n Q) = F must be extra-special, 
and characteristic in M. Let a E zG n Q - {z) so that a E F and 6 is 
centralized by i E 3,. 
Symmetrically, z E F, and we choose t’ in the s, of M,/Q, with t’ 
centralizing z. Then (motivated by (2.3)) we choose y E CF,(t’, z) - (F, A F), 
and see y E Q, n M - Q, and in fact J= i. Notice y -E ye, where 
(e) = CE(t) = E n E,. Now ye E zG n Q, - FU, contradicting our 
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assumption (z” n Q,) = F,. Thus we must have (z” n Q) = Q. This also 
establishes non-splitting of the &i for 2m > 4. 
- 
(2.5) The extension of Q by s, x Spzm is split. 
Proof: Let 0 be a 3-element with 8 E S,. Then C,(B) is (z) extended by 
a group Sp,,(2). Furthermore we can find an elementary group L, of rank 
2m in Q, n A4 with L, n Q < Z (so that 1, covers z, n&,). Now E, = 
O,(C%,,(&)) is weakly closed in A&,,(~J = CG~,(U~. Since the image of L, 
in C,(e) splits over (z) by our construction, so also does C,(0) itself 
(compare also Glauberman [3]). Thus the extension of Q by SpZm is split, 
and the rest of the result follows, since S, splits over E. 
Notation. From now on, Spzm will denote a complement to Q in C(Z), 
and S, a suitable complement to E in E . S, < C(Q . Sp2,,,) z S, X (z). 
This completes the demonstration of results like those in Section 2 of 0. 
Unfortunately, in our present situation with Z > (z), the fusion is more 
complicated, and we need to establish further information about how the Z- 
cosets 6 (for b E Q) decompose under G-conjugacy. Basically we want to 
extend the coset-result (1. IO)(c) to elements; to show that A4 already induces 
all such fusion. 
First we consider the trivial coset, Z itself. 
Notation. Choose t E S,, a representative of L, - Sp2,,,. Let T E 
Syl,(Sp,,) - then S = Q(t) T E Syl,(M) s Syl,(G). Let E = (e, f), where 
(4 = C,(t). 
We notice that Z(S) = ( e, z ) , so that 2-central classes are represented by 
e, z, ez. By action of S,, we already have the fusion e-f - ef and 
ez - fz - efz. Now z is not conjugate to these in view of (1.04). If we had 
e - ez, then by Burnside’s fusion theorem, the conjugacy would take place in 
N(Z(S)). However, zGn Z(S) = (z), so N(Z(S)) < M. Thus we have 
proved: 
(2.6) The elements z, e, and ez represent the distinct 2-central classes of 
G. 
Remark. These will be the classes a*, c2, b, of the conclusion group 
SP 2m+4(2>* 
Next we address the class a’ containing conjugates a of z. Observe that M 
already. induces the fusion a - az; ae - ez; af - afz - aef - aefz. 
This suggests our result: 
(2.7) The elements a, ae, af represent distinct classes. Furthermore 
ae E eG while af is not fused into Z. We have Z n Z, = (ez). 
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Remark. The class of af turns out to be type 6, in the conclusion. 
Proof: First we locate the conjugates of z. If b E zG n aZ, our theory 
developed for a shows that b must be in C,(a) for some a E 3,. So b in aZ 
cannot be of the M-class a$ Now if b is of type ae, we get ae and aez in zG. 
Recall from (2.4)(i) that 1 Z, n ZI = 2. Since t represents Q, n M, Z, n Z 
must be in C=(t) = (e, z). Thus e or ez lies in Z,; and one of ae or aez lies in 
zG n Z, - {a}, contradicting (1.04). We conclude zG n aZ = {a, az}. 
We suppose next we had Z n Z, = (e). We see (e) = [Q, n M, Z] by 
action of t. As in (1.6)(b), we may conjugate by an element interchanging a 
and z to get (e) = [Q f7 M,, Z,]. However, by (1.9) we see [Z, , (21 = (c), so 
lQnM,,Zal> ( e > , a contradiction. This forces Z n Z, = (ez). As a conse- 
quence, we see ae E eG. 
To conclude, we show af is not a 2-central involution, so that af 4 e, ez. 
We let S, be a Sylow 2-group of C,(af), so that Z(S,) = (a)Z. Our work so 
far shows that zG n (a)Z = (a, z)#. Thus N(S,) < N((a, z)). Consequently if 
S, < S, E SYMCkf) n Ma, z)>>, we see Is,:S,nMI< 2. If S,<M we 
have S, = S, E Syl*(C(af)); then (S : S, ] = 4 shows af is not 2-central. 
Otherwise, ) S, : S, ) = 2, and S, lies in Mb, where b = a or az. But now 
zG n Z(S,) = (b}, so that N(S,) <Mb also. As before, put S, < S, E 
Syl,(C(af) n C(b)). The case S, = S, gives S, E Sylz(C(af )), so 1 S, I = f IS I; 
af is not 2-central. Otherwise, af must be in Z,. But our earlier work shows 
that Z, n aZ is {a, aez} for b = a, and (az, ae) for b = az. This 
contradiction completes the proof of (2.8). 
To deal with other classes in Q, we adapt a standard argument of Janko: 
(2.8) Let b E Q -Z, bur 6 & @. Then M contains a Sylow 2-group of 
C(b). In particular, b is not 2-central. Furthermore, M controls the G-fusion 
of such elements b in Q. 
ProoJ As before, let S, E Syl,(C,(b)). Then Z(S,) = (b)Z, and since 
B 66 8, our previous work shows zG n Z(S,) = (z), so that N(S,) < M. Thus 
S, E Syl,(C(b)), as asserted. Visibly S, < S as C,(b) < Q, so b is not 2- 
central. Thus b is not fused to a or ae, or into Z. Also b 7L af, since a Sylow 
2-group of C,,,(af) has more conjugates o_f z in the center than one of C,(b). 
Thus when b’ E bGn Q, we get 6’ @ 6 M. Since (z) is characteristic in a 
Sylow 2-group of each of C(b) and C(b’), we may assume the conjugation is 
effected by an element of M. This completes the proof of (2.8). 
Remarks. We can always write b = ac’ in the form of (2.2). When 
2m > 4, we can choose FE 5- so that b is an involution. In this case, we see 
that Q fuses b and bz, and M fuses the other six members of the coset bZ. 
These turn out to be the involutions of type a,, c,. Of course, if we choose 
c’& $, then b = rzc’ has order 4. 
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We also have the corollary 
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(2.9) (ez)” n Q = {ez,fz, efz}. 
This suggests that the present problem could also be approached by 
construction of C(ez). (For instance, we have Z, f7 Z = (ez) for all 
Q E zG n C,(t) so Q, < C(ez) for all such a). J. Hall is working to provide a 
characterization of Spzm + 4 (2) by structure of centralizer of a transvection 
like ez. 
3. FUSION OF z IN M 
In this section, we study elements x E zG n M - Q. We will show that 
zG n Q n Q, # 0, so that x, z E Q, for suitable u, thereby reducing us to the 
situation of the previous section. First, we indicate the action of cosets 2 on 
Q (for an involution of x E M - Q, not yet assuming x E z’). 
(3.1) Let 2 = I E ST. Then X has type a,, on Q, and x 4 xz. 
(b) Let z=% for iE $7 and cE??&,,. IfP has type ak on &, 
the assertions of (a) hold. If u has type 6, or ck on Q,, then 2 has type c,, on 
Q, and x wo xz. 
(c) If X lies in Spzm and has type ak or b, or ck, on e,, then 2 
has type aTk on 0. 
Proof. Just as in O(3.1). 
(3.2) Suppose either (i) x 7La xz or 
(ii) X has type a*,,, or c*,,, on Q. 
Then the Q-classes in xM n xQ are represented (possibly repeatedly) in the 
coset yZ, where X = u and y E S, x Sp2,,,. Furthermore C&z) = C,,(x). 
Proof Let x = yq for q E Q, y E S, X Sp2,,,. Then x an involution 
implies 4 E C,(y). Assume condition (i). Then if q is a 4-element inverted by 
y, we see that (y, x) is a dihedral group D, with x ma xz, a contradiction. 
Thus q is an involution in C,(y). Now clearly C,(x) n Co(q) < C,(y); and 
since x C, xz we get C,(x) < C,(q) with C,(x) = C,(y). Now q centralizes 
C,(x) = C,(y), so q E [Q, y]. In case (ii), we get this automatically by 
assumption, since C&x) = [&, x]. Th us x is Q-conjugate to yd(d E Z). By 
applying the same argument for xm(fi E C,(f)), so is x”‘. For the final 
assertion, notice C,,(x) < Q . C,,(y). Thus no element of C,,(x) can further 
fuse these Q-classes. 
Now assume x E zG n (M - Q). 
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Notation. Set K = K, = C,(x) and K, = C,x(z). 
(3.3) [K,, K,] < Q n Q, and so K,, K, < C(Q n Q,). In particular, 
Q n Q, < Z(C,W 
(3.4) Suppose Q f7 Q, < Z. Then Rx . ifz = Rx x Z?, is elementary. In 
particular: 
(i) 2 has type a,, or c2,,, on &. 
(ii) Zf Q n Q, = 1, then K, . K, = K, x K, is elementary. 
Proof: See O(1.15). 
Notation. Set J = Z[Q, x]. Notice if x 7La xz or 2 has type b or c on Q 
that J = Z(C,(x)), so Q n Q, Q J. Even if x has type a but x -c xz, we get 
1 Q n Q, : Jn Q,l < 2. Let fi = M/J?. Notice that & is extra-special. 
(3.5) Elements of Jn Q, - (Z U Z,) are conjugate to elements of xZ. 
Proof Choose y E Jr7 Q, - Z. Since y -c yz and we cannot have 
(y, yz) < Z,, we may assume y 6?G Z, ; so y -cx yx. From FE f< [&, X] we 
get .? -c x7. Thus y - xy E J?. 
The results in this section so far are similar to results in 0; and in outline, 
so is the rest of the proof. However, the condition Z > (z) introduces further 
complications, which we deal with at this point. First, we must establish that 
C(e) GM. Such a result really ought to belong in Section 2; but it is not so 
trivial as our remark that C(ez) 4 M, and seems to require the methods of 
this section (dealing with x E zG n M - Q). We need the result, it turns out, 
in order to generalize O(3.2). We begin with some small technical results. As 
before, x E zG n A4 - Q. 
(3.6) )Z,nZl< 2. 
Proof: Otherwise by (1.11) we get QSpzm = C(Z) Q C(Z f7 Z,) < M,, 
forcing Q = Q, and (z) = (x), a contradiction. 
(3.7) lQ,nzl,<2. 
Proof. Certainly Q, 4 Z as x @ Q. So assume lQ,n ZI = 4. Let 
R = Q,n Z and Y= CQx(R). By (3.6), R <Z,. It follows that IQ,: YJ = 
4/lZnZ,I = 2 or 4. Now Y falls into M by (1.11). And for i= 1 or 2, we 
see Y has the structure E, x A x B, where A is elementary of rank i, and B 
extra-special of width 2m - i. Now Y < M means Y ,< CoX(z). The case 
IQ,: Q,nMj = 2 (which h appens if i = 1) would force z E Q, by S(2.2), 
contradicting our assumption x @ Q (by way of (1.6)(i)). Thus i = 2 and Y = 
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Q, n A4 exactly. Furthermore Z n Z, = 1. (We may then choose A to be R.) 
Since now R n Z, = 1, we see R does not meet the class of ez by (2.9). It 
follows from (2.6) that R = E. The structure of Q, n M = CcX(z) shows that 
z acts with type a2 on Q,. So z must define a coset of type b, in (s2,,Jx. 
We notice also z ?LpXzx since [Q,, z] <E . Z, < CQx(z); so by (3.2), 
1 C-S;;,,(~): CS,,&)I < 2. So when 2m 2 4, our extra-special subgroup B of 
width 2m - 2, normal in M n M,, contradicts the structure of the centralizer 
of x in [ 11. We are reduced to the case 2m = 2. Here the elementary group E 
of rank 2, normal in M n M, and centralizing E,, can only be inside Q,. 
Thus Q n Q, = E . E,. Notice that the roles of x and z are now symmetric. 
An element of E defines a coset of the type in (2.7), and since E, < Q n Q,, 
we see by that result that Q n Q, must contain an element of zG. Call this 
element a; we may assume a’ E @ = C&zi). We obtain that Q, n Q has the 
form G- x (6’) of (2.3). For our case 2m = 2, this is a group of order 4. 
Furthermore Q, n Z = C,(Q, n M) = (f, z). We see Q, A Q has order 16. 
By action of x on Q, we may assume gX = QxX = Qx so Q n Q, = 
(a, a’, f, z). By our analysis of the conjugacy in (2.7), we must have E, = 
(uf, a'ef) < Q n Q,. So Q n Q, n Q, = (a, a’, f). However, we may also 
consider this from the point of view of x, z E Q,. For notational 
convenience, we replace the names x, z, a by r, s, z. Here r & Q, and r an 
involution means that if we choose ;E m, we must have FE @ - s’l. (Since 
2m = 2, there is no possibility ?E (?)<) But here we calculate using 
structure of Q n Q, and Q n Q, that Q n Q, n Q, lies in Z and has order 4. 
This contradiction completes the proof of (3.7). We remark that this 
argument for the location of r, s in Q in the situation a E zG n Q n Q, will 
recur often, as it does in 0. 
Now to our intermediate result: 
(3.8) C(e) GM. 
Proof. Let C = C(e), Notice first it will be sufficient o show z E Z*(C). 
For then C = O(C) . C,,,(e). However, the argument of (1.11) shows that 
since Q(Q, n M) Q C,(e), we get O(C) = 1. And the first step in that 
direction is easy. For if b E zc n Q - Z, we see by (2.7) that Z, n Q = (b, c), 
where c E (ez)“; thus e E Z,, a contradiction. 
So it remains to consider possible x E zc n M - Q. In view of (3.7), we 
must have Q, n Z = Z, n Z = (c). Symmetrically, Q n Z, = (e). We will go 
through a miniature version of the argument of 0(3.2)-(3.3); later we will 
make the analogous argument in full to complete the main work of this 
section. 
It will suffice to find b E zG n Q n Q,: For in this case, our earlier 
analysis of the situation x E zG n Qb - Z, shows that the subgroup Y = 
Q, n C(Z,) has index 4 in Q,. But then by (2.7), B centralizes ome element 
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y of (ez)” n Z, and so centralizes the hyperplane (e, y) of Z. Thus B < M 
by (1.11). Now by S(2.2), b cannot induce a transvection on 0. So as in 
(3.7) we can only get B = Q, n M and z is a transvection of (Spz,Jx, with 
z 7La, zx. For 2m > 4, we obtain the same contradiction as before to 
structure of A4 n M, ; and in case 2m = 2, we force E < Q,, contradicting 
Q, A Z = (e) only. The contradiction thus shows there can be no such x, 
and we get z E Z*(C). 
It suffices next to show that Q n Q, contains a coset 6, where - 
bEzGnQ-z: If ~@sp~,,,, then x E C(e) means j?= tu for some 
liE Fpzm. Then if c E Q n Q, with c’= 6, we see c E C(x) forces b E C(x) 
and c E { 6, bz, be, bez }. Since e E Z, < Q,, we see either c or e lies in 
zG n Q n Q,, as desired. So suppose X E &,,, . In this case, it will suffice as 
above to obtain 6 E C&Q Here we have x E C,(Z), and we may assume 
symmetrically that Z, < C(z) = M. Let r represent Z, - (e, x). If Y @ C(Z), 
we must have ? of form z as above; where now r E C(b) forces 6 E C,(t). 
So let ‘EC(Z)=?&,. - Since ]r, M,] < E, we have [I, Cc(x)] < (e). Since 
FE SP2m, this commutator must be at least all of E, or trivial; so we obtain 
[r, Cc(x)] = 1. It follows next (and similarly) that r centralizes the pre-image 
of C,(X). Now if we had m < C,(f), we would get x - xz by an element 
s with s’E C,(z). This would force (e, v) = Z, n Z,,, contradicting (3.6). 
Thus x 7La XL. It follows we can write x as UC, where u is in our complement 
SP 2m9 and FE [Q, V] = [Q, a]. Conjugating in Q, we may assume indeed that 
x E vZ. Since x 7L xc in view of (1.04) we can even take x E v(e, z). But 
now t E C(x) forces Q n Q, to contain some element of C&J), as desired. 
Continuing to argue “backwards,” we show next it even suffices to 
establish Qn Q, 4 Z (that is, (Q n Q,) > (e) = Q,n Z): For most 
generally, an element of Q n Qz may have the form in (2.2): r%” with - - 
G E z?. Again consider first the case X & Spzm ; so X E (f) SPAS. Applying 
(3.1)(b) to x and using (3.2)( ii ), we see-action of C,,(x) on Q n Q, (which is 
a non-trivial subgroup of C,(x)) forces Q-x = C,(f). In particular 
- 
QzX contains E E C,(q. So let X E Sp2,,,. The argument of the previous 
paragraph now forces Qx, to contain a coset 8 E C&o. 
Consequently we may now assume Q n Q, = Q, fl Z = (e) for all - 
x E zc nM- {z}. We imitate the argument of O(3.3). In case 265 Spzmr we - 
use (3.4). We see KX E Spzm has an elementary subgroup of rank at least 
2m - 1, centralizing the subgroup g, of index at most 2 in Cd(R) = [&, X] = 
(t?(c)“: Z?E p}. By the nature of the action of Sp,, on @ and vi, we see - 
that such a subgroup of Sp,, must consist entirely of transvections, a 
contradiction when 2m > 4. For 2m = 2, we get the same contradiction 
unless X acts with type c2 on Q (and symmetrically for z on Q,). Arguing as 
above, we may conjugate x by some element of Q so that x E yZ, where y is 
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in a complement Spzm. Indeed by K, < C(x) we get x E y(z, e); and since 
now x-c xz we may assume x = y or ye. However, for a chosen in 
zG n C,(t) - (z}, we see e, is a Sylow group of li;i; thus choosing an 
involution in Q, in the coset X, we can again conjugate to obtain y or 
ye E Q,. But recall e E Q,, so both y and ye lie in Q, that is, x E Q, ; and - 
a E Q n Q,, as before. So we have reduced to the case R E Sp2,,, (and may 
indeed assume 2m > 4 by the previous argument). Here by (3.4)(i) we see X - 
has type a,,, or b, or c, in Sp2,,, and x 7Lcxz. We can use a simplified - 
version of the argument of 0(3.3)( iii ; we treat the typical case 2 E a,(Sp,,) ) 
in full detail. Here we may choose notation differing somewhat from that of 
“Suzuki form” in Aschbacher-Seitz [ 11) so that in a suitable basis, X in - 
Spzm has the matrix form: 
Then C%,,(z) consists of the normal 2-subgroup I!? of matrices: 
where B is symmetric about the anti-diagonal; complemented by a 
symplectic group of matrices: 
where XrAX=.4, where A, = di,m+l-j. In the present case we have 
x E C(Z) and we may assume symmetrically that Z GM. We even get - 
-q < SP2m 1 in view of the structure of C,(x) and the fact that ZL must 
centralize at least a hyperplane of it. Since Z, n Q = (e), we have IZ,I = 4. 
And ZX is central in C,(x). However, recall that (3.2) gives CsP2,(x) = 
CspJf)~ so that GP2,,,( x contains a symplectic factor zSp,(2) as above. ) 
Now Schur’s lemma tells us that this factor centralizes only X in I% This - 
contradiction completes the proof of the case xE a,(Sp,,). For the case b, 
and c,,,, the action of a complement of U is more complicated, but Z, still 
provides a contradiction to structure of Z(Cs,,(x)). This completes the 
proof of (3.8). 
Remarks. Notice now that Z, f7 Z could now only consist of a subgroup 
like (ez). It follows that Z, n Q = Z, n Z: for Z, meets only the classes of 
z, e, ez: We saw ezG f7 Q < Z already. If we had a E eG f’? Q n Z,, then 
/ Q : Cc(a)l < 2 and then C,(a) Q M, by (3.8). But then S(2.2) implies x E Q, 
a contradiction. 
481/12/2-13 
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We can now prove our analogue of 0(3.2), to get back into the main flow 
of the proof. 
(3.9) Suppose Q f7 Q, contains an element b with 8 = a’ for 
a E zG n Q - {z}. Then we may assume (replacing a if necessary) that 
aE QnQ,. In particular, fEL,. We get lQnQ,nQ,l>23, except in 
case 2m = 2 (when the subgroup is at least non-trivial). We may interchange 
x and z by an involution of M, - Q,. Furthermore x ?( xz and xc n Q = xQ. 
Proof: Notice X fixes the coset 6 = ri, and x centralizes b E Q n Q,. We 
show first we may assume x E C(a). If X 6?? &,,,, we may assume - 
-YE (i) SPzm, where a’E C&), since x must centralize Z, n Z = Z,, n Z = 
(ez). Thus x centralizes e. Also x E C(b) forces b E a(z, e); and since x 
centralizes one of these four and e, it must centralize all four (in view of 
(2.7)). So assume 2 E Sp,, . In this case x centralizes all E, and since it fixes 
the element b of aZ, it must centralize all of aZ. In this case also, we now 
show b E a(z, e) as above. We have x E C(Z) and may assume - 
symmetrically that Z, < M. If ] Z, : Z, n Sp,,,, I= 2, we have Z, < C(Z, n Z) 
as above so Z, < C(e) forces Z, < (F)q,,; and Z, < C(b) forces 
b E a(z, e). Thus we may assume Z, < C(Z). We may mimic part of the 
argument for (3.8). We have [Z,, M,] GE,. In view of (3.8) itself, we have 
Z n E, = 1. Thus [E,, C,(x)] = 1, and then E, centralizes the pre-image of 
C,(X). If we had x -c xz by such an element we would get E, = E,,, forcing 
x = xz; impossible. Thus x 7Lo xz. As before, we may assume by Q- 
conjugacy that x E VZ for some v in a complement Spzm. Thus C,M(x) 
contains an involution of s,. Such an involution r must normalize Q f’ Q, 
and hence centralize some elements of it; and we may replace our original i 
with this element. Thus F= i. If now b = af (or afz similarly), then 
6’ = aef E Q n Q,, so the product c E Q n Q,. But then ] Q, : C,;(e)1 = 2, 
and CQX(e) <<M by (3.8). So z acts as a transvection on QJZ,, so that 
z E Q, by S(2.2), a contradiction. This gives b E a(e, z). 
Now if b = a or az, we have zG n Q n Q, # 0, as desired. So we may 
assume b = ae or aez. Replacing a by az if necessary, we may assume 
b = aez. Recall from (2.7) that aez E Z,. Now ]QX: CQX(aez)i = 2; and by 
(3.8) we get CQx(aez) < M,. Then S(2.2) implies a E Q, as before. Thus we 
get zG n Q n Q, # 0 in any case. 
Now as in (3.7), let (x, z, a) be called (r, s, z). Then in view of the 
structure of Q, f? Q in Section 2, and s @ Q,, we have essentially two 
possibilities: 
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Notice in case 2m = 2 that ?’ = (9, so the second case does not arise. We 
see Q,.n Q, has order 2”-* in case (a), and order 2* in case (b). Since 
a E Q,n Q,, we obtain the assertions about IQ, n Q n Q,I. 
In case (b), we notice that the coset E does not contain any conjugates of 
z, by the work of Section 2, so x ?L xz. In the other case, the coset G does 
not contain conjugates of z. Here, however, we note that xz -c xze and 
Q, n Q, = Q, n Q, = (ez). Thus xze (and hence xz) must by (2.7) lie in the 
class e’. 
We see easily that x and z are interchanged by an involution of M, - Q,, 
in either case. Now let y E xc nxQ; let y = xq for q E Q. The condition 
x 4 xz guarantees (as in 0( 1.13)) that q E [Q, x], so y is Q-conjugate to an - 
element of x2. Suppose first 2 G? Sp2,,, ; but ff E (t) G2,,, . We have x - xc 
and xz -xze in Q, but x 4 xz. And the elements xf and xzf are not 
involutions. So we turn to the case X E ?&,. Here we are in case (b) as 
above. Applying (2.7) to the coset xZ,, we see since ez E Z, - Z, that xze 
lies in the class (af)“. Similarly from the coset xzZ, we see xe = xz(ez) is in 
the class of type ace of (2.8). It will suffice to show QzX 2 (c, a”); for 
then from x E (Q, n M) n (Q,,,) n M) we see that C,(x) contains g,, which 
in turn fuses xe to all of xE#, and xze to xz,!?. So to establish this, take 
u E S, so that (t, u) = S,. Now a” E Q, n Q; since Z n ZcaU, = (efz) 4 Q,, 
we see from the structure of zG n Q, n Q, that (a’, z)/Z, is a natural 
module for the S, of Ma/Q,. Thus in the 6 s’ notation we may assume 
(replacing a” by u’z if necessary) that our au generates the coset P. This 
means that s’E Q, n Q. Thus we have x E bZ, for b E zG n Q,” n Q,. By 
(2.7) applied to bZ, we get x = b or ba. Since u E Q,n QcaU), this forces 
xE Qca,,). So aUE Q,. Thus Q (au) n M-contains an element covering U and 
centralizing x. Thus CSj(x) = C,(x) = S,. This completes the proof of (3.9). 
- 
(3.10) Suppose z=Gfor tE$,” and dESp,,. Then in fact O= 1, so 
X = i E .?, . We have Qx, = [e, X] and zG n Q n Q, # 0. From (3.9) we 
get x 7L xz and xc n xQ = xQ. Furthermore zG n XZ = (x, xe}. 
Proof. The argument used in (3.8) shows Q n Q, 4 Z; as x centralizes 
- 
Q n Q,, it must centralize some 6 E CWQ,. Since 5 E z’ n Q, we may 
apply (3.9) to find a E b’ n Q n Q,. In particular, x ?L xz. Suppose O# i. - 
Since X E z,, and E, n Sp2,,, = O,(C~,J?)), we see 6 must be of type b, or 
a2 or c, in SPAS). The cases b, and c2 are ruled out by x ?L xz and 
(3.1)(b). Thus o has type a,(Sp,,) (and 2m > 4). Notice since xc n xQ = xQ 
that SSLQrn (0) = C,,J6). We see that x wQ xe, and we showed this does not 
happen in case (b) of (3.9). Thus from case (a) we have Qn Q,n Q, of 
rank 2m - 1. Furthermore Z n Q,n Q, = 1 and we notice by inspecting 
xzE Q, that Z, fl Z = Z, n Z = (ez). Now action of a quotient 
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3, x Sp,,,-,(2) in C,,Jx) forces QyQX = C,(n) = [Q, X] = {c(‘(C:S)T: 
~7 E I@}. And x 4 XT means Jn Q, = Q n Q,. For v’@ C(O), we see by (3.9) 
that Q-X meets in 1.5’ the class r”; and also e”, since ez E Z,. For 
17 @ C(O), we see Q c-7 Q, must meet one of the classes in (2.8). However, in 
(3.5) we showed Qn Q, can meet only the involution classes of x and 
xz(e”) in xZ. This contradiction shows o = 1. -- 
With o = 1 and x = 1, we still have CSp2Jx) = CG,,(X), and so action of a - 
quotient zSpz, in C,(x) forces Q n Q, = [Q. Xl = C,(z). This completes 
the proof of (3.10). 
Remark. The elements x1 xz, xf will represent the classes az, c,, 6, of the 
conclusion. Notice also Q, n M = (x)(Q n Q,). 
- 
(3.11) Suppose ZE Spzm. Then X E a,(Sp,,) and QT., = [ 0, Xl. This 
cannot arise when 2m = 2. We have x ?L xz and xF r7 Q = xv as in (3.9). 
ProoJ We modify the argument of O(3.3). We may begin by quoting the 
argument in (3.8) to estalish Qn Q, & Z. We will need to establish the 
hypotheses of (3.9). We can write x = ~9. where 4’ lies in our complement 
SPzm and 9 E Q. Then in case x 7L xz, we must have QE [Q, ?;I. By Q- 
conjugacy we may as well assume x E yZ. But here we see C,s,(x) contains 
an involution. which may as well be I. Thus C,,,V(t) must be a non-trivial 
subgroup of C&T), as need for (3.9). 
We turn now to the case x - v xz. Notice if we write x = ~9 as above. we 
get GE Co(y) - [Q, 71; in particular, [Q. .v] = IQ, .?I has rank < 2m. Now 
assume (by way of contradiction) that Q n Q, does not intersect Co(T) for 
any involution i of ..?, . We have IK, n Spzm, C,(r, x) ] < C,(t) n Q, = 1 for 
each i. From the possible forms for 4 in (2.1)/(2.2) we see that C,(I, x) and 
C,(u. x) generate a subgroup 0’ of index at most 2 in C,(x). However, since 
the three subgroups of form C,(i) cover the non-trivial cosets of Cc(X)/D. 
we see that C,(x) must be generated by the three subgroups of form C,(t. .u). 
So K,n Sp2,,, in fact centralizes C,(x) and acts as trnasvections on C,(.V). 
But this implies [C,(x). “, n SpzmI has order at most 2; and invariance of 
this subgroup under s, shows in fact K,. n Gz,,, centralizes C,(x). This puts 
K,Y n Spzm in the elementary subgroup Z(Oz(C,$,:,JX))) in view of centralizer 
structure 11 I. Then RX is also elementary: and from K, < Q, but x @ Q we 
get K, elementary. Symmetrically, we may assume K, = C,(x) is elementary. 
But then IQ, X] has rank 2m, contradicting our earlier remark. So we see 
Q n Q, intersects C,(i) for some f. We may apply (3.9) to obtain x 4 xz, 
and we see that the case x-~ xz does not actually arise. 
Thus we may now proceed to apply (3.9) to some a E zG n Q n Q,, - Z. 
Since now .? E I,, we have .? of type b, or c2 or a, in Sp2,,,. We see in 
particular that xv nxz = (x). so that we are in case (b) of (3.9). with 
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2m > 4. Since 1 Q n Q, n Q, I> 23 and Q n Q, < [Q, ~1, we may rule out the 
case 2 E b,(&,J. By xQ n Z = (x} we may assume x = y or yz. So 
Sz< C(x), and action of S, on e’;n’e”, of rank at least 3 forces Q%X = 
[Q, X]. We claim next that cosets of zG n Q n Q, are conjugate in M r‘l M,. 
For if Z is such a coset, we see by the analysis of (3.9) in Q, that we can 
find an elementary subgroup K, in Q, fTMnM, which covers 
Q,nM=z,. We find K, for another such coset 6. Then choose 
g E M n M, so that K, and K,, lies in the same Sylow 2-group of M n M,. 
It follows that L, and r,,n lie in the same Sylow 2-group of M, so that - 
L0 = Eba and a”= @‘, as desired. Now the case ZE c2(Sp2,,,) is ruled out by 
- 
reducible action of C,M(X) on [Q, x] = Qm,. Thus X E a,(Sp,,). Now 
(3.11) is proved. 
Remarks. (1) Th e e ements x, xz, xe, xze will represent he classes u2, 1 
a,, c,, b, in the conclusion. 
(2) The results (3.10)/(3.11) show where conjugates of x in M- Q 
might lie. However, we notice by considering conjugates of z in Q, (for 
a E zG n Q - {z)) that we can choose our complements S, and Spzm so that 
some involutions of S, and of type a,(Sp,,) are in fact conjugates of z. It 
then follows from the work of Sections 2-3 that zG n M follows precisely the 
pattern of the centralizer in the symplectic group of the conclusion. We have 
as a corollary: 
(3.12). zG n M is a set of { 3,4}+-transpositions. 
4. { 3,4}+-TRANSPOSITIONS 
It remains to establish the hypotheses of Timmesfeld’s theorem [8]. We 
must consider the order of the product xy for x, y E zG; we do this by 
establishing zG n M, n My # 0, thus reducing to the situation of Section 3. 
As a first step, we can obtain the +-condition by direct consideration of (xy ]. 
(4.1) Let x,yEz’ with 4 1 Ixy I. Then I xy I = 4 exactly, and a = 
(xy)’ E ZG. Furthermore zG f? Q, n Qy = {a). 
We may follow much of the argument for O(4.1). We let (x, w) be a 
dihedral subgroup of order 8 in (x, y), where w - y in (x, y). Let a be the 
central involution (xw)’ of O,((xy)). We assume first, by way of 
contradiction, that a @G zG. Notice that xa E M, and xa -x in (x, w). It 
follows that xa 7L (xa)x = a by our assumption a $ zG; in view of (1.04) we 
must have xu 6.G Q,. So we have the situation of (3.10) of (3.11). Since w 
interchanges x and xa, it normalizes Q, n Q,, ; and thus fixes one of the 
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cosets of (.rG n Q, n QJZ,, since there are an odd number of such cosets 
in Q, n Q,,/Z, = IQ,, xz]/Z, in either (3.10) or (3.11). Thus w fixes the 
unique conjugate u of z in this coset. If we had w E Q,, we would get 
xu = x” = xw, so a = u E zG, contradicting our assumption; so w & Q,. Now 
re-name the involutions (x, xu, U) by (r, s, z) as in (3.9), and let w take the 
name d, where d E zG n (M - Q). In either of the cases (3.9)(a) b) for ;i on 
-6 Q, it is not possible for do g, or do a,(Sp,,) to satisfy r = C (since 
s 4 Q,). This contradiction establishes a E zG. 
So we have x, y E M, with x -xu and y- yu in (x, y). From 
(3.10)/(3.11) this forces x, y E Q,. Thus lxy] = 4 and a = (xy)‘E 2’. Of 
course, the same holds for any b E zG n Q, n Qy ; so zG n Q, n Q, = (a). 
And (4.1) is proved. 
Now as in 0, it is convenient o introduce some notation for the usual 
graph on zG. We write x&y if x E MY. We may partition this relation into 
x9y, xBy, or x~5Yy when x E QY, or x acts on QY as in (3.10), or (3.11). 
Notice that xC?!y does not arise when 2m = 2. We may distinguish x~?y by 
the condition x - xy; and separate the cases xKy and xC?‘y by 
lQ,nQ,nQ,l=2**-' or 23 when a E zG n Q, n QY. (When 2m = 4, these 
may be distinguished by the number of non-trivial Z,-cosets meeting z”, 7 
and 5, respectively.) Finally, we will write ,& for the connected component 
of z under the transitive extension of .MY. 
Our main result shows that connected components have diameter 2: 
(4.2) Let x, y E -4. Then we can j?nd v with x~YvMy. 
(4.2.1) Suppose x~z~w~y. Then we can find v E & with xJv,ly. 
Proof: We may apply (3.12) to X, w E M. If ]xw 1 = 1 or 2, we can 
choose v = w. If ]xw ] = 4, we see for a = (xw)’ that x%u9w, so we may as 
well assume z = a. From zBwJy we see ]zy ] # 3. By our previous remark, 
we may as well assume ]zy ( = 4, and w = (zy)’ with z, y%w. Now we 
calculate that each of x, y centralizes a subgroup of rank 2m + 1 in Q, n Q, 
of rank 2m + 2; so they centralize in common a subgroup of rank >2m. We 
may as well assume Z, n Z, = (ez); this is centralized by x and y. We can 
find in Q, n Q, a subgroup A of rank m + 1, all of whose involutions lie in 
zG, and satisfying Q, n Q, = Q, n Q, for all a E A#. Thus by order 
considerations, x and y must centralize some coset (a, uz)/(ez) for a E A# 
In view of (2.7), the involutions of this four-group fall into different G- 
classes. So we may take u = a E M, n M,. 
We have now reduced to the case ]xwJ = 3 = ] yz]. We consider first the 
possibility z, wC?z. Here, to keep ] yz] = 3 we must also have y, z@w. Notice 
in particular that 2m > 4 here. Since xc n Q = xQ, we may assume (by 
conjugating the entire situation by an element of Q) that (x, w) lies inside 
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our complement Spzm. Let 8 be the 3-element xw. We can find a subgroup 
SP, x SPZm-4 of SPzm9 where x, w E Sp, and Sp,,-, < C(0). Here Sp, is 
trivial on C,(0) and SP~,,,-~ is trivial on [Q, 01. We may now find a unique 
u E a,(Sp,) n C(x, w). We get x, w 4 Q, by 1 wxl = 3. Now let (a, b) be the 
complement S, in M. We claim that a, bCPlu. For by choosing c E .zG n 
Q, n Q, n Q, we see that in terms of the cases of (3.9) in Q, we must have 
case (b) for (u, z) since u@z and case (a) for (z, a) since a&r-z. It follows that 
we have case (b) for (u, a), so that aflu, as desired. Now we see that S, acts 
naturally on Q, f7 Q n M,, and S, lies in the quotient Spzm of M,. If we 
had xG’u, then S, could not have such an action. So xdu, and similarly 
w8u. Thus if we replace z by u, we have (x, u, w, y) with luy( # 3, and we 
have reduced to one of the previous cases. 
Now we turn to the case x, WBZ; the condition 1 yz / = 3 forces y, zdw as 
well. By conjugacy in Q, we may as well assume that (x, w) is our 
complement S,. Suppose first 2m > 4. Then we may choose u E a,(Sp,,). 
We just argued that x, w@v. On replacing z by v, we get (x, v, x, y) with 
1 yv I# 3. We are reduced to a previous case. 
When 2m = 2, we cannot find such a v since a,(Sp,,) is empty. We 
require a special, rather ungainly, argument. 
(i) First we claim that x, z, y, w E C(B), where 8 is a 3-element covering - 
O,(Sp,). For note that M,nMM, has the structure CE(wj) x (z) x (w) x 
LSp,, where we recall M splits as (E X F)(S, X SpJ for an extra-special 
group F of width 2, generated by three S,-conjugate subgroups like K of 
involutions in eG. If L is the subgroup F(S3 x Sp,), we see M, n L has the 
structure (z) x (w) x KSp, with order 253. The subgroups KSp, and N = 
((z) x (w)) Sp, are uniquely determined inside M, n L. We observe that 
M, n N z (z) Sp, and My n N z (w) Sp,. Since these subgroups of order 
223 meet O,(N) in (z) and (w), respectively, and they cover N/O,(N), we 
conclude by the product-of-subgroups lemma that they intersect in a group 
of order at least 6; hence of order exactly 6 and structure S,. Let 0 be a 3- 
element of this intersection. 
Remark. From S, = (x, w) < C(0) we have 8 E Sp,. 
Notation. Set C = c(e). 
(ii) We claim 8 plays the same role in M, as it does in M,. For on 
taking a E zG n Q, f7 Q, we may find v E Z, n M - Q with v E Sp, so that 
v inverts 0. However, v E Z, n M,=Q, similarly, since by (3.10) we have 
Q,nM= (xXQnQ,>. So (8)x E C3~2)x 
Remark. We obtain a similar result for w in place of x; and then 
symmetrically for y also. 
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(iii) Observe now that S = (x)E x (z) is a Sylow 2-group of C,M(t9). If
C,(x) = (e), we determine that zG n S = (x, xe, z). Since x *E xe, we see 
ZG n Z(S) = {z}, and so N,(S) GM. It follows that S E Syl,(C). 
(iv) Also S has maximal subgroup S, = (xz)E containing no 
conjugates of z. By the Thompson transfer lemma, z EC’. Notice we can 
obtain (iii)-(iv) for w place of z; and then conjugacy in (x, w) and (y, z) 
delivers the results for x, y also. We remark also that (iii) implies x, y, z, w 
are all conjugate in C. 
(v) Suppose now T = O,(C) # 1. Then T meets one of the 2central 
classes {z, e, ez) of S. If xCn T= {z} only, we get C < M, so that with 
x,yEM, we may use v=z in (4.2.1). If lz’nTl> 1, we see EnTfl; 
then E < T by action of (x, w), so that T= S. But then (iii) shows C < A4 
and we are done as before. So we assume zG n T = 0. Now if (ez)’ n T # 0, 
action of S, forces Z < T, against the previous result. Thus ec n T # 0. If 
)eCn TI = 1, then by (3.8) we get C < C(v) for suitable u E zG, and we are 
againdone.WithIeCnTI>lweseeEnT#1andthenE~T.IfE=T, 
we have C < N(E) = M and are done again. Thus I TI = 8 and we must have 
T= S,. But then C centralizes Sb and so lies in M by (3.8). Thus we see we 
may assume O,(C) = 1. 
(vi) Next we investigate O(C). Now O(C) is generated by its subgroups 
centralized by x, z and xz. We notice C,(,,(z) = (0> only, in view of action of 
S, on E. By conjugacy in C, we must have C,,(c,(x) = (a) also. Thus x must 
invert O(C)/(0) and so (e)= [x, E] centralizes O(C)/(e). But then e 
centralizes O(C), so by (3.8) we get O(C) <M. Thus O(C) = (0). 
(viii) From (v) and (vi) it follows that O,,,,(C) = O(C), and then that 
E(C/O(C)) # 1, so that E(C) # 1. Visibly E < E(C). If the four-group E is 
Sylow in E(C), we see that (x, z) induces a four-group of outer 
automorphisms of E(C)/(B) (since C(z) is solvable, and [x, E] = 
[xz, E] # 1). But a group L,(q) (q z 3 or 5 mod 8) [2] has no such outer 
automorphism group. Since z & C’ we conclude the dihedral group S, of 
order 8 is Sylow in E(C). The 2-central outer automorphism z forces 
E(C)/(8) g A, and C > (8) x S,. We see then that x, y, z, w lie in a 
subgroup S, but outside A,. The desired graph-theoretic property clearly 
holds for the class of transpositions of S,; and by conjugacy in Aut(A,), for 
the other class of S, -A, as well. This finally completes the proof of (4.2.1) 
and (4.2). 
Next we show our graph is connected: 
(4.3) & = zG. 
ProoJ: If L& < ZG, then N= N(d) < G. Notice that MY < N for all 
v E .&. Just as in 0, it is easy to see that O(N) = 1 and z & Z*(N). It is also 
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easy to establish O,(N) = 1. Now ( G : N( is odd, and iV must be of charac- 
teristic 2-type when G is. We have condition (1.01) in G, so our conclusion 
(ii) of the main theorem cannot hold for IV. Thus by induction we obtain Nr 
SP 2m+,,(2). However, we see also that the distinct components from a set of 
blocks of imprimitivity for G, and I fixes only -4 among these. It follows 
from the result of D. Halt/F. Smith that G is an alternating group or a 
Bender group. But no such group has a centralizer like our C(z). This 
contradiction establishes (4.3). 
(4.4) zG is a set of (3, 4) +-transpositions. 
Proof. If x, y E zG, we may by (4.2~(4.3) choose v E M,nM,. Then 
(4.4) follows in view of (3.12). 
(4.5) G = SP,,+,W 
Proof Apply the result of Timmesfeld [8], and inspect, 
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